The Honorable Andrew Gillum, 2018 Democratic nominee for Florida governor, kicked off the last day of OPEIU’s convention outlining three key takeaways for delegates: 1) don’t let people put limits on you; 2) our opponents’ attacks are measured by how strong we are; and 3) “there’s too much at stake” in 2020 to sit on the sidelines. “Talk to mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers and make them realize what’s at stake,” he said. Sharing stories about his mother, a former union bus driver in Miami, Gillum reinforced his strong commitment to labor. “I am a true and committed friend of labor,” he said. “Good union jobs provide access to healthcare and dignity in the workplace. Labor is the unapologetic voice for working people.”

“We gotta get to work!” — Andrew Gillum
Our New Union

And the winners are...
Congratulations to the winners of the 2019 J.B. Moss Voice of the Electorate (VOTE) Fund Awards. The convention presented awards to Locals 277, 100 and 494.

Follow OPEIU on social media and don’t forget to download our app
Facebook: @OPEIU
Twitter: @OPEIU
Instagram: @OPEIU

You can also receive text alerts from OPEIU via your mobile device by texting OPEIU to 97779.*

*OPEIU will never charge for alerts, but carrier message and data rates may apply. Text STOP to 97779 to opt out.
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